Jalousie Window Installation Instructions

STEP 1. Un screw and remove the screen. Install pieces of glass at the upper, middle and/or lower third of the window as shown. Jalousie glass is installed from the inside of window by sliding it evenly into the retention clips with equal pressure. These glass louvers act as spacers to maintain proper window width & structure during the installation process.

STEP 2. Dry fit the window before final installation. Measure to be certain that the window is square in the opening. First measure the diagonal dimensions, making sure they are equal (if not shim to correct) then, measure width at three points: top, bottom and middle to ensure that the window is square within the opening. Check that jambs are not bowed In or out. Measurements must be equal. Check to be sure that the window operates properly and smoothly before final installation.

STEP 3. Apply a thick bead of sealant to the interior edge (See Fig. A) of the jalousie window then place window into the exterior of the rough opening making sure that it remains plumb & level in the opening. Secure the window through the pre-drilled holes found on the interior side jambs using aluminum pan head screws (not included).

STEP 4. From the inside, install the remaining jalousie glass into the retaining clips by sliding them in with equal pressure. Once the glass has been installed reattach the screen through the pre drilled holes on the exterior frame. Finish the window according to your specifications making sure NOT to cover the face flange with any finish material.